Healthcare

Healthcare is the diagnosis, treatment,
and prevention of disease, illness, injury,
and other physical and mental
impairments in humans. Healthcare is
delivered by practitioners in medicine,
optometry, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy,
allied health, and other care providers. It
refers to the work done in providing
primary care, secondary care, and
tertiary care, as well as in public health.

The earliest documented institutions aiming to provide cures were Ancient
Egyptian Temples.

In ancient Greece, temples dedicated to the healer-god Asclepius, functioning as
centres of medical advice, prognosis, and healing and provided carefully
controlled spaces conducive to healing and fulfilled several of the requirements of
institutions created for healing. A man Under a Roman name of Æsculapius, was
provided with a temple (291 BC) on an island in the Tiber in Rome.
The Romans constructed buildings called valetudinaria for the care of sick slaves,
gladiators, and soldiers around 100 B.C.
Institutions created specifically to care for the ill also appeared early in India.
Fa Xian, a Chinese Buddhist monk who travelled across India ca. 400 CE.
The first prominent Islamic hospital was founded in Damascus, Syria in around
707 with assistance from Christians.
In Europe monasteries were some of the earliest places to receive help and care,
but for many people it was home remedies passed down from generation to
generation.

Bloodletting, Set
of a Barber
Surgeon,
beginning of 19th
Century

Historically, barbers were also
dentists and surgeons, versatile
performers of tooth extraction and
enemas, bloodletting and wound
surgery These barber-surgeons
formed their first official organization
in France in the year 1096

The history of the barber pole is intertwined with the
history of barbers and their bloodletting practices.
Patients would tightly grasp a rod or staff tightly so their
veins would show, and the barbers would cut open their
arms and bleed them until they fainted. Later, when leech
therapy became popular (they allowed for more
controlled bleeding), leeches were applied directly to the
vein areas. Leeches have recently had a come back.
After the procedure, the barbers "washed" the bandages
which were hung outside on a pole to dry, and to
advertise the therapeutic specialities offered in the
barbershop. Flapping in the wind, the long strips of
bandages would twist around the pole in the spiral
pattern we now associate with barbers

Cholera in Leeds 1832

Exeter in 1832: the body of a
cholera victim is carried away; the
bed clothes are being washed in
the stream, which is the local water
supply for the other inhabitants

Leeds population had increased from 53,000 in 1801 to 123,000 in 1831. To
cater for the influx of people, unscrupulous landowners had crammed
dwellings into every imaginable nook and cranny. Very few of the streets and
yards were paved or drained. The result was that only in dry weather could
the inhabitants venture forth without sinking ankle deep in mud. Domestic and
human waste would be deposited in the street sometimes in designated
middenheaps, which would be cleared by scavengers - sometimes not.
Stagnant pools in the streets were a common feature and at times the stench
was unbearable. The insanitary conditions in the street inevitably spilled into
the dwellings.
This is why the Cholera in Leeds in 1832 claimed so many lives.
The first victim in Leeds - in May of that year - was the two year old child of a
weaver living in a 5 metre square cottage in Blue Bell Fold (near Marsh Lane) “a small and dirty cul de sac, containing about
20 houses, inhabited by poor families”
The life expectancy of people living in Leeds in 1831 was,
Gentry - 44 years
Tradesmen - 27 years
Workmen - 19 years
A report in 2012 showed that in most parts of Beeston Hill, Holbeck,
Cottingley, Hunslet, Middleton and Belle Isle have an average life expectancy
of between 74-77.5 years, much lower than more affluent parts of the city
such as Horsforth, Alwoodley and Wetherby which average 82-83.6 years.

Leeds workhouse
site plan 1906

The Beckett Street Workhouse
In the late 1840s, the old Lady Lane workhouse, which was still in use, was unable to cope
the with the increasing demands being placed on it. This was exacerbated by an influx of Irish
vagrants in the wake of the Great Famine.
Eventually, the Leeds Guardians agreed to erect a new workhouse, which was built in 185861 on a site adjoining the Training School.
The workhouse comprised a main block, infirmary, chapel, and "idiotic" wards. A large new
infirmary was added to the site in 1872-4, followed by a nurses' home in 1893-4, an imbecile
block in 1896-1900, casual ward in 1901, and a receiving block in 1905.

Leeds Moral and Industrial Training Schools, 1848. St James Hospital, Leeds.

Leeds workhouse from the south, c.1865.
© Peter Higginbotham.
The long main block faced south-east towards Beckett Street

Leeds Workhouse Female Inmates. St James Hospital, Leeds.
The former workhouse later became part of St James' Hospital but is now
the home of the Thackray medical Museum

Engraving 1903-4 opened May 1869
The first hospital known as Leeds Infirmary was opened in 1771 on what is now
the site of the former Yorkshire Bank in Infirmary Street off City Square Leeds.
Construction of the current hospital on its new site in Great George Street started
in 1863

In the 1600s plague cabins were built in Quarry Hill which was then well outside the city
boundaries. Poor people who came down with the plague were bundled off to the
cabins so they couldn't infect anyone else.
Bubonic plague made repeated appearances in Leeds through the centuries. In 1645 the
disease struck in Vicar Lane. It spread quickly through Leeds and between March and
December over 1,300 people died.

St Peter's Mission Chapel provided medical aid to the poor, they were treated by
Sister Alice, seen here with some of her patients in 1900.

St Peter's Mission Chapel
The Leeds Mission did work with the poor in the worst areas of Leeds.
The chapel was built in 1834 adjoining a previous chapel dating from
1771 which had been opened by John Wesley and was known locally as
'The Old Boggard House'. Boggard was a dialect word for ghost.
St Peter's served the people of Quarry Hill, then considered to be the
worst slum area of Leeds. The Mission tried to alleviate some of the
aspects of squalid living conditions and convent people to the Methodist
Religion.

Seacroft Hospital founded in 1904 to care for people with infectious
diseases. The hospital is now a major centre for ambulatory care
services. Photo 1924.

A brief history of the UK Health sector and NHS
We take the National Health Service for granted, but only 66years ago health care was a luxury not everyone could
afford
Before 1948
Just before the creation of the NHS, 5th July 1948 the services available were, as you might expect, the same as after,
no new hospitals were built nor hundreds of new doctors employed. What was different was that poor people often
went without medical treatment, relying instead on dubious and sometimes dangerous home remedies, or on the
charity of doctors who gave their services free to their poorest patients.
Hospitals charged
Access to a doctor was free to workers, who were on lower pay, but this didn't necessarily cover their wives or
children, nor did it cover other workers or those with a better standard of living. Hospitals charged for services, though
sometimes, poorer people would be reimbursed. Even so, it meant paying for the service in the first place, which not
everyone could afford. The need for free health care was widely recognised, but it was impossible to achieve without
the support or resources of the state.

Philanthropists and social reformers
Throughout the 19th century, philanthropists and social reformers working alone had tried to provide
free medical care for the poor. One such man was William Marsden, a young surgeon, who in 1828
opened a dispensary for advice and medicines. His grandly named 'London General Institution for the
Gratuitous Cure of Malignant Diseases'. A simple four-storey house in one of the poorest parts of the
city was conceived as a hospital, to which the only passport should be poverty and disease and where
treatment was provided free of charge to any destitute or sick person who asked for it.
Assistance Institutions in 1929, but their character, and the stigma attached to them, remained.

Royal Free Hospital
The demand for Marsden's free services was overwhelming. By 1844 his dispensary, now called the Royal
Free Hospital, was treating 30,000 patients a year. With consultant medical staff giving their services free
of charge and money from legacies, donations, subscriptions and fund-raising events, the Royal Free,
now re-housed in larger premises, struggled to fulfil Marsden's vision. In 1920, when, on the brink of
bankruptcy, it was forced to ask patients to
pay whatever they could towards their treatment, just like every other voluntary hospital in the country.
Municipal hospitals
As well as the charitable and voluntary hospitals, which tended to deal mainly with serious illnesses, the
local authorities of large towns provided municipal hospitals, maternity hospitals, hospitals for infectious
diseases like smallpox and tuberculosis, as well as hospitals for the elderly, mentally ill and mentally
handicapped.
Mentally ill people
Mentally ill and mentally handicapped people were locked away in large forbidding institutions, not
always for their own benefit but to save other people from embarrassment. Conditions were often so
bad that many patients became worse, not better.
Older people
Older people who were no longer able to look after themselves also fared badly. Many ended their lives
in the workhouse a Victorian institution feared by everyone, where paupers did unpaid work in return for
food and shelter. Workhouses changed their names to Public Assistance Institutions in 1929, but their
character, and the stigma attached to them,

Fees
Within three years of its creation, the NHS, which had been conceived as free of direct
charges for everyone, was forced to introduce some modest fees. Prescription charges of
one-shilling (5p), which had been legislated for as early as 1949 but had not been
implemented, were introduced in 1952. A flat rate of £1 for ordinary dental treatment
was brought in at the same time.

View of Chapel Allerton Hospital showing some of the wards that were part of the military
hospital during and after the second world war. The hospital had been originally
established in the First World War, run by the Ministry of Pensions to care for the many
limbless service personnel who returned from the trenches. It was initially based in the
stately mansion of Gledhow Grange but expanded over the years. A new wing called
Newton Green was established on a site on the opposite side of Harehills Lane in the
1970s; in the 1990s a new Chapel Allerton Hospital was built alongside this
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When first completed, sometime in the 1820’s, the mansion was known as Allerton
Hall. In 1916, after a succession of owners, it was bought by Sir Edward Allen
Brotherton, Lord Brotherton, a chemical manufacturer, and renamed it Roundhay Hall.
He had been Lord Mayor of Leeds in 1913-14 and was knighted in 1918.
During the Second World War, the hall was used as a 62-bed annexe to Leeds Infirmary
and was eventually purchased by the infirmary for £25,000 in 1945.
In 1951, Roundhay Hall became home to the hospital’s residential nurse training
school.
The training school eventually moved back to the LGI and in March 1974, the ‘Hospital
for Women’ moved from its site in Coventry Place to Roundhay Hall.
In 1986 BUPA Hospitals Ltd bought it.
It is now called Spire Hospital

